Using density functional theory we perform theoretical investigations of the electronic properties of a freestanding one-dimensional organometallic vanadium-benzene wire. This system represents the limiting case of multidecker V n C 6 H 6 n1 clusters which can be synthesized with established methods. We predict that the ground state of the wire is a 100% spin-polarized ferromagnet (half-metal). Its density of states is metallic at the Fermi energy for the minority electrons and shows a semiconductor gap for the majority electrons. We find that the half-metallic behavior is conserved up to 12% longitudinal elongation of the wire. Ab initio electron transport calculations reveal that finite size vanadium-benzene clusters coupled to ferromagnetic Ni or Co electrodes will work as nearly perfect spin filters. During the last few years, molecular magnets have been attracting enormous attention because they are considered as potential candidates for future applications in highdensity information storage and quantum computing. Among such novel systems, we would like to focus on vanadium-benzene multidecker clusters (V n Bz n1 , Bz C 6 H 6 ). These are molecular magnets appearing in a gas phase [1, 2] . The synthesis of the V-Bz clusters was realized up to n 6 during a reaction of laser-vaporized metal atoms with benzene in a He atmosphere [2, 3] . The mass spectrometric measurements [2, 4] and theoretical studies [5] [6] [7] suggested that V n Bz n1 clusters should have a onedimensional structure which is settled by the metal-ligand interactions confined to a single molecular axis.
In this Letter, we present an ab initio study of the infinite one-dimensional (1D) organometallic vanadium-benzene (V-Bz) wire shown in Fig. 1 which could be considered as the limiting case of the V n Bz n1 clusters with n ! 1. We have performed calculations of the electronic structure of the system and predict that the wire under consideration is a new, unusual example of a one-dimensional half-metallic ferromagnet. It has an integer magnetic moment of 1 B per unit cell and a spin-polarized band structure with a finite density of states at the Fermi level for one spin channel and a semiconductor gap for the other (Fig. 2) . Thus, the electronic properties of this organometallic wire are similar to that of the known Heusler compound, NiMnSb, which has been predicted to be a half-metal by de Groot et al. in 1983 [8] . Furthermore, our electron transport calculations have shown that a finite fragment of the wire would act as a nearly perfect molecular spin filter (Fig. 4) when a V-Bz cluster is placed between magnetic electrodes [9] .
The calculations of the properties of the V-Bz wire are based on density functional theory and were performed within the linear combination of atomic orbitals formalism implemented in the highly accurate CRYSTAL code [10] . The Perdew-Wang [11] generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange and correlation energy was used. The description of the electron subsystem was done with the full electron basis set 6-311G** [12] for carbon and hydrogen atoms and with a frozen core basis set SBKJC [13] for vanadium. Convergent results were achieved using the Pack-Monkhorst grid with 24 k points in the 1D Brillouin zone. The wire under consideration ( 
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week ending 1 SEPTEMBER 2006 0031-9007=06=97 (9)=097201 (4) 097201-1 [14, 15] . We have also examined another, staggered-type, geometry of the wire when the consecutive benzol rings were rotated by 30 with respect to each other. We have found that the staggered geometry is energetically less favorable, with a total energy per unit cell being 0.06 eV higher than the lowest-energy of the wire with D 1 6h symmetry. Moreover, our calculations showed that the rotation of the benzene ring did not change the electronic properties of the wire.
In Fig. 2 we present the spin-polarized band structure of the V-Bz wire (left) [16] together with the corresponding density of states (middle). We accompanied these data by plotting the crystalline orbitals evaluated at the ÿ point. The symmetry of the bands corresponds to the C 6v point group relevant for the Bloch vectors. We see that for the minority spin electrons the A 1 band and the doubly degenerate E 2 band cross the Fermi level, while for the majority spin electrons the Fermi energy (E F ) lies in the gap. The direct gap has a width of E g 1:18 eV while the spin-flip gap is s 0:12 eV at the ÿ point. Such a system would have ballistic conductance of 3e 2 =h in one spin channel and zero transmission for the other. To verify the validity of the obtained result with respect to a more careful treatment of the on-site correlation effects between d electrons of vanadium, we have performed additional calculations within the local density approximation LDA U scheme [17] using the projector augmented wave method [18] implemented in the VASP [19] , as well as within the hybrid B3LYP exchange-correlation functional [20] . It was confirmed that the half-metallic behavior is robust against details of the calculations. The size of the gap and the relative positions of bands are of course subject to the chosen method (Table I ). The inclusion of a Hubbard U term results in a downward shift of the majority A 1 and E 2 bands leading to an increase of the spin-flip gap s , while the minority bands crossing the Fermi level are unaffected. The B3LYP functional pulls the majority spin bands even more strongly away from E F . In addition, the antiferromagnetic state of the wire was found to be energetically less preferable as compared with the ferromagnetic configuration.
The spin-density map (Fig. 3) indicates a small negative magnetic moment (ÿ 0:28 B ) redistributed over 6 C atoms and a quite localized positive magnetic moment at the V atom (1:28 B ). The integer magnetic moment (1:0 B ) of the wire unit cell arises mainly from the minority spin A 1 states labeled as (b) in Fig. 2 that is in agreement with theoretical [6] and experimental [1, 2, [21] [22] [23] data. Since the corresponding wave function (b) is nearly a pure d 3z 2 ÿr 2 vanadium orbital, its symmetry is reflected in the angular distribution of the spin density around the V atom. Furthermore, we note that the small negative magnetic moment on the C atoms results from the uncompensated E 2 band (c) whose molecular orbital contains an admixture of the carbon p states (Fig. 2) . FIG. 2 (color online) . The spin-resolved band structure (left plot) and the DOS (plot in the middle) of the VC 6 H 6 wire in the ferromagnetic phase. The labels at the band structure refer to crystalline orbitals of the wire calculated for the ÿ point. These functions are shown in the center. The corresponding majority and minority spin orbitals have practically the same shape. The right panel shows values of the HOMO-LUMO gap in two spin channels for V n C 6 H 6 n1 clusters as a function of n. 
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The analysis of the data shown in Fig. 2 symmetry, respectively. The isolated V atom has Ar3d 3 4s 2 electronic configuration. However, in the wire the vanadium s levels are shifted above E F and take part in the formation of the A 1 band labeled as (e). Thus five electrons in total wish to occupy three levels (A 1 and E 2 ), which are available per spin. The majority spin electrons fill completely two bands of A 1 and E 2 symmetry, which therefore are placed below E F . The remaining two electrons of each unit cell occupy partially the minority spin A 1 and E 2 bands. Consequently, both of them are crossing the Fermi level. To conclude, the magnetic moment per unit cell is forced to be 1:0 B .
The unusual electronic properties of the infinite 1D wire remain in molecules of finite length (n 6). We now show how these molecular wires, which have already been synthesized [2, 3] , act as highly effective spin filters. That is already seen from results presented in the right panel of Fig. 2 where one can notice that for clusters with n 3 the HOMO-LUMO gap (0:2 eV) between discrete molecular levels in the minority spin channel is 1 order of magnitude smaller than the gap in the majority spin channel (1:5 eV). We have rigorously verified the idea by performing two sets of independent fully ab initio transport calculations through the V-Bz clusters. Molecules were coupled to Co and Ni fcc (001) electrodes with frontier benzene rings placed on top of the hollow sites of the fcc (001) surface that corresponds to the energetically most stable configuration [24] . Examples of the transmission spectra TE for a cluster with n 3 units are shown in Fig. 4 . We employed TRANSIESTA [25] in the case of a molecule suspended between Co leads (dashed lines). In the case of Ni electrodes [26] (solid lines), we used the TURBOMOLE package [27] supplemented by absorbing boundary conditions for the self-energy [28] . The insulating gap is conserved in the spin-up transmission. In the linear regime, the spin polarization of the electron current T # E F ÿ T " E F =T # E F approaches 90%. The different types of conduction mechanisms in the two spin channels (tunneling versus metallic) are reflected in the spaceresolved density of states (DOS) at E F shown in the insets of Fig. 4 .
Turning back to the infinite V-Bz wire, we can ask the following question: what is the mechanism of the exchange interaction between localized magnetic moments of the V atoms? Possible answers are: (i) direct exchange, and (ii) indirect, superexchange interaction which can be established through the -type orbitals of benzene. Pursuing the first mechanism, we have compared spin-projected local densities of states (LDOS) at the V atom for the ferromagnetic (FM) and the antiferromagnetic (AFM) state and found the LDOS not to be identical. That indicates the direct exchange, since without mutual influence of the localized moments one could expect the LDOS for both phases to be almost alike. We observed that the AFM phase was not any more half-metallic and the vanadium magnetic moment was reduced to 0:62 B . The direct exchange inter- [30] regarding the sign of the effective exchange integral, we conclude that the indirect exchange interaction tends to align vanadium moments antiparallel and thus it competes with the direct coupling.
We have also studied the effect of the longitudinal stretching on the properties of the V-Bz wire. In Fig. 5 we show the binding energy between V and Bz as a function of the lattice constant together with the behavior of the magnetic moment (inset plot). We have found that a half-metallic state characterized by the integer magnetic moment is conserved up to 12%, elongation of the wire. At the critical unit cell length of about 3.75 Å , the system exhibits a transition to a high-spin state. Just before the critical point the partially occupied minority spin A 1 band (b) nearby E F is transformed to the very narrow peak pinned to the Fermi level. Under further stretching this band is pushed above E F and a fractional charge of about 0:3e per unit cell from the minority spin band flows to the upper lying majority spin band of E 1 symmetry (f) which now intersects the Fermi level close to the edge of the Brillouin zone. Thus, the transition is accompanied by an abrupt jump in the magnetic moment (Fig. 5, inset) , from 1 B up to 1:6 B per unit cell, and the high-spin state becomes energetically favorable because of the gain in the exchange energy.
To summarize, the most important conclusion of our 
